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Risk Warning
Fairfield trading platform trading involves the use of high leverage principle, You can pay less initial margin，
Trading on margin involves potential profit and risk of loss, Profit or loss amount.You can pay less margin trading on margin
involves some risk, the amount of the loss may exceed the amount of your investment. Dramatic change may cause the
market to react to different factors, which are many factors that are difficult to predict,You can not settle adverse trading.
Placing contingent orders, such as "stop-loss" or "stop-limit",Will not necessarily limit losses to the intended amounts. Trading
market may not be able to perform. You maybe called upon at short notice to deposit additional margin funds. If you do not
provide the required margin deposits, your outstanding contracts may be terminated. Fairfield can not guarantee the accuracy
of any market forecast (if they provide Such forecasts), there is no guarantee the maximum amount of loss that you may suffer.

Due to unforeseen circumstances, your funds may loss or delay. Fairfield will not because of the disaster, terrorist attacks
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Emergencies strike affect Fairfield service, and to provide a refund.
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If you are trading assets and trading, you will face the market changes.A result of changes in addition to the
need to withstand any earnings or losses caused by price fluctuations and are more likely to need to withstand Losses.
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Market Information may quickly become for a variety of reasons, are not reliable, these reasons include market
conditions or economic environment Changes.

In the case of this Agreement is translated into any language other than English, and if there are any contradiction between
the various language versions, the English version shall prevail.
Make sure that you have completely read and fully understood.

Customer signature:

Date of completion:
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